Islamic 
Introduction
Growing phenomenon of money laundering is one of the largest real challenges to the financial and banking institutions at all 1 . With the emergence of globalization and technological development in the field of informatics, massive popularization, the use of the Internet network in financial transactions, benefited from the organizers of money laundering offenses in the development of their methods and their illegal operations
Relying on traditional methods, which mainly relied on the smuggling of money and the use of the parallel market and bureau of change, brought about great technological development after the new appear to facilitate money laundering crimes, the most prominent of these methods rely on the use of transfer systems and means of electronic payment cards.
This has led to a deficit control devices to restrict the phenomenon, especially with the limited mechanisms approved by the various banking systems, including the Algerian one, and various bank barriers, particularly with regard to the weakness of the rehabilitation of working the banking sector and the lack of effective banking supervision and non-banking entities in spite of the effectiveness of legislation which it was approved by the legislature in Algeria in the fight against money laundering crimes.
Proceeding from the importance of the above, this study is trying to answer the fundamental problem of the effect: What mechanisms that have adopted Islamic law in order to combat money-laundering, comparing Indonesian and Algerian anti-money laundering law? Which obstacles have limited the effectiveness of the fight against this crime?
Discussion Criminalizing Money-Laundering Activity in Islamic Law Compared to the Algerian and Indonesian Law
Money laundering operations located on the funds earned illegally at the center and theirs in one hand. On the other hand, money is one of the five basic necessities which sought Islamic law to set up and save, and discourage from earning in Sacred texts of the Quran and Sunnah. Indeed, it is important to identify the provisions to money laundering in the Islamic law in two sections: first the Islamic law crime of money laundering point of view, and second, the point of view of Indonesian and Algerian law on the crime of money laundering 3 .
Point of view of the Islamic law crime of money laundering
In the Islamic sources, the money laundering provisions that are directly implicated in the crime cannot be found. This is obviously due to the fact that at the time of Mohammad Prophet (PBUH) and infallible Imams (AS), the societies were quite simple and not like today's society as well as the tools of modern crimes and crimes at the time were usually simple )4( . Thus, perhaps for money laundering there is no independent religious sources but it should be noted that Islam is a comprehensive and authoritative sources of jurisprudence in all periods. It is found that these acts are criminalized by the public jurisprudence recourses that some of which are discussed in the following.
Human mount on the love of money to the extent of sedition, is approved by the instinct of Islamic law texts in Quran and Sunnah )5( , and in this Almighty Allah said in the Glorious Qur'an: (Beautified for people is the love of that which they desire -of women and sons, heaped-up sums of gold and silver, fine branded horses, and cattle and tilled land. That is the enjoyment of worldly life, but Allah has with Him the best return) 6 . Almighty Allah said: (Wealth and children are [but] . Actively explained that everyone who puts, transfer, assign, expend, pay, grant, entrusting, brought out of the country, changing the shape, redeem for cash or securities or other actions on Assets known or reasonably suspected to be proceeds of crime 18 . Besides actively, money laundering can also be done passively, money laundering imposed on any person receiving or controlling the placement, transfer payments, grants, donations, storage, exchange, or using assets that are known or reasonably suspected is the result of a criminal act referred to in article 2 Paragraph (1) In article 4 apply also to those who share in the proceeds of money laundering. In the aforementioned article also explained that money laundering can be imposed on any person who conceals or disguises the origin, source of location, allocation, transfer of rights or ownership is actually on Assets known or reasonably suspected to be proceeds the crime referred article 2 Paragraph (1) of the Act. It is also considered the same as money laundering.
Islam and Illegal Money
Earning money through crime, not one doubts that is not a legal way that God has set for the making money, which, the money that is collected through drug trafficking or trafficking in white slavery or trafficking in human organs, or other ways in which God does not set to be legal money, is not permissible, and The significance of the prohibition of earning no vanities money, and the statement that some people pay officials a bribe to facilitate for this, are not limited matter of the cross on their rulers. However, it falls in the description of every official in his position in order to facilitate ways for these.
On It stands on the sources of earning that many of the sources in Islam stipulates prohibition explicitly. Not only limited to that, but also the general rule of Islamic law that originally permitted the things that make money from legitimate ways permissible whatever the variety of ways this gain. It includes the whole activity economic-based exchange of goods and products, buying and selling the company and other actions, contracts and industry. It also discussed the preparation and making human needs in all areas of his life, how all money become halal, the transfer and the advantage of them, and the activities that lead to loss of land. Islam also has forbidden for alcohol and drugs and its magnitude, and oppression, usury, embezzlement, bribery and monopoly.
Islamic Analysis to Money Laundering Crime
Islamic law was a tightly balanced system; there is no place to tamper or for injustice. If the positive law is finally over as criminalization to the phenomenon of money laundering as an independent, as it in the case of Algerian law 05-01 on the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing and control 25 . Islamic law has deprived money laundering in the first sight as merely as a kind of malicious forbidden gains, and even blocked all access to the headwaters to steal money. In addition, it states the prohibition of all roads leading to it, such as the prohibition of drugs, theft, and prostitution, etc.
26
, and also criminalized various forms of dealing with haram wealth.
Considering article 02 of Law 05-01, we find that the number of types to phenomenon of money laundering and its crime, and within these types possession of illicit funds. Dropping the legal characterization in terms of legitimacy reflected to us that the possession of money, which is an important rib from the sides of money laundering crime is thus had established also Islamic law 27 . Islam forbids a Muslim possession of forbidden money whatsoever, described the criminalization adhesive forbidden funds, including money laundering in two ways; on the one hand winnable being brought Muharram way is not approved by Islam such as trade in drugs, terrorism or corruption, hand spent the fact launderer intentionally covered some projects that look legitimate in value. Thus the crime of money laundering has committed a sin of two sides of this offense to Islam Forbidden money whatever it was, whether any of the original holder or transferred.
Penalty to Money Laundering Crime an The Islamic Law Compared to The Algerian and Indonesian Law
Crimes in Islamic law divided into two parts: Border crimes and retribution: They are the same punishment a.
the offenses specified in advance the protection of the group. Therefore, it is not right to forgive shooting down, and its border crimes punishable as a crime. It also includes seven crimes, namely: adultery, defamation, drinking, theft, banditry, apostasy, and the prostitute are punishable, and include murder, killing almost willful manslaughter, the felony to intentionally less than the soul, for what crime without self-fault 28 . Acts that would not oblige limit and retribution, and include all of b.
the sanctity of Islamic law, without specifying its sentence, leave the governors of this selection command in the light of the origins of Islamic law and general principles. It is known as discretionary crimes, or punitive sanctions, which the Islamic Sharia only reports as a range of sanctions. The strongest sanctions depends on the judge to choose the appropriate punishment for each offense, commensurate with the circumstances of the offender and the offense 29 . Islamic law applied that no crime and no punishment except by law strictly applied in the border crimes and retribution and blood money by defining crimes and punishments prescribed. Therefore, precisely it is unlike discretionary where the law did not comply to the same narrow border crimes )30( , but has expanded it to apply to a certain extent due to the requirements and the nature of discretionary. This triggers discretionary either providing for their prohibition in the Quran and Sunnah or authorizing the guardian to judge the question of signing the right punishment for it, or stipulated sanctions and in special laws, a so-called discretionary organized crime. Algerian law differentiates between the crime of money laundering in the image simple and tight, but in both cases considered a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment of five (05) to ten (10) years. As the only full crime and initiating the article 389 bis 3, In the case of coupling aggravated crime raises the negative punishment for freedom of imprisonment of ten (10) Algerian law to impose a fine as well as assessments for the perpetrators of money laundering crimes 1.000.000 to 3.000.000 DA, and in the case of aggravated combined value of the fine of 4,000,000 to 8,000,000 DA. On the other hand 32 , it flattened article 389 bis 03 in between the full punishment of crime and just started.
In addition to the imposition of Algerian law supplementary penalties, where the provision of article 04 in the third paragraph of the Penal Code: «supplementary punishment are those that may not be sentenced them independent of the original penalty, except for cases prescribed by law explicitly, which is either mandatory or optional». It means that the Algerian legislature to impose mandatory subordination of sanctions is in accordance with article 09 of the Penal Code in: legal custody and deprivation of the exercise of national, civil and family rights, house arrest, prohibition of residence, confiscated partial funds, prevention interim to pursue a career or activity, the closure of the institution, exclusion from public contracts, the ban on issuing checks and/or the use of payment cards, suspend or revoke a driver's license or canceled with the prohibition of issuance of a new license, the withdrawal of the passport, the publication or suspension of the conviction.
In Indonesia, it is legally regulated in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia enjoy the process of money laundering imposed on any person who conceals or disguises the origin, source of location, allocation, transfer of rights or ownership is actually on Assets known or reasonably suspected is proceeds of crime as referred to in article 2 paragraph (1). It is also considered the same as money laundering. Penalties for perpetrators of money laundering is quite heavy, which starts from a maximum prison sentence of 20 years maximum, with a maximum fine of 10 billion rupiah. After reviewing the position of Islamic law of money laundering and establish it legitimate crime «Tazirah», it turns out they had to punitive penalties are prescribed guardian, thus through the laws and the regulations issued in various Islamic countries that have criminalized money-laundering activity and the development of specific sanctions it has become a money laundering crimes, a punitive organization.
Conclusion
In this article we dealt with a modern phenomenon of the most complex criminal phenomena that haunt the mind of many countries such as Algeria and Indonesia, where we started to talk about the general framework of money laundering under Islamic law. In addition, it argued cunning methods pleading the emperors of crime and persons with malicious gains to escape legal accountability or legitimacy which it constitutes serious and damaging effects on different levels. Then we need to view all attempts to describe this phenomenon that it constitutes a separate offense in itself and within the clique of forbidden money that Sharia inhibiting and warning them.
Despite this adjustment, however, this phenomenon is different with its intricate twists our leaders to talk about relations interlocking phenomena and various activities, including illegal project. It shows the extent of disharmony between them and the project activity such as repentance, which represents a way out of Islamist to clean the funds to be pure, unlike the dirty phenomenon. On the other hand, it shows us the extent of harmony between them and the illicit activities as the case of terrorism and corruption. And it summoned us to the remembrance of legal control and legitimacy to curb this phenomenon and urgently stop the advanced case towards various communities and brutally dangerous unrivaled.
Islamic Sharia has prohibited the phenomenon of money laundering and blocked all the headwaters get to steal money and that the prohibition of all roads leading to it, such as the criminalization of drugs, theft, and prostitution, etc. It also criminalized those which are dealing with haram wealth, taking and giving, believing what the money launderers acts of religiously unacceptable, as well as in most of the laws, such as those in Algerian and Indonesian law, where criminalized money laundering imposed to harsh penalties.
Therefore we see the need to expand the criminalization steal money in various forms and manifestations and wasted all actions that fall upon. It is imperative that we really want to fight against money laundering to outlaw other forms of crimes that permitted by man-made laws, such as alcohol, gambling, prostitution and so on and emphasis regarding the fight. It is not justice of leniency with them while they pose a serious pest of any society.
